FortiResponder Services Turn Alerts Into Actions

Executive Summary

Due to advancements in the threat landscape, security breaches are inevitable. At some point, every organization is faced with a security incident that needs investigation, a response, and/or remediation. Even worse, a surprising number of organizations may already have active threats operating inside their network. Beyond threats growing in volume and sophistication, security operations teams lack the skill sets to identify and address network breaches—not to mention face an acute cybersecurity skills shortage. Fortinet offers security leaders two types of incident response services—FortiResponder Managed Detection and Response (MDR) Service and FortiResponder Incident Response Service—that enable them to turn security alerts into real action. These two services enable security operations teams to stop breaches and to improve incident detection, investigation, and response capabilities, which in turn reduce operational costs and disruptions.

Mapping the Right Response to the Threat Landscape

The evolution of the threat landscape—volume, velocity, and sophistication—makes it increasingly difficult for security operations teams to monitor threats, triage alerts, proactively hunt for threats, and respond to incidents. Security leaders, as a result, need to be able to:

- **Prepare to respond to advanced threats.** Successful security compromises are inevitable, regardless of the security solutions an organization has implemented. As a result, security leaders must have incident response processes in place that reduce the impact and costs of security incidents.

- **Find the right security expertise.** There is a significant cybersecurity skills shortage. It is exacerbated as a result of the growth in security tools that organizations use, as well as a threat landscape that is increasingly more advanced. As a result, staff in the security operations center (SOC) are overstretched and lack the skill sets needed to address these new challenges.

- **Reduce the mean time to detect and respond.** It takes an average of 197 days before a breach is discovered, and 69 days to contain it. As cyber criminals often begin to exploit data in days, hours, or even minutes, these response times create huge risk exposures. Bandwidth-constrained security operations teams need help to identify and respond to these breaches.

- **Deal with information overload and alert fatigue.** Security professionals face too many events and alerts. Indeed, on average, a security analyst can realistically investigate 20 to 25 alerts in a standard workday. But with the average organization’s SOC receiving over 10,000 alerts per day, organizations simply cannot keep pace. It makes sense that nearly 40% of security leaders list missing threats and attacks as their top challenge. All this amounts to a huge productivity drain and distracts from threat-hunting activities.

FortiResponder Services: An Extension of Your Team and Technology

To help security leaders address these challenges, Fortinet offers FortiResponder Services. FortiResponder Services enable organizations to achieve continuous monitoring as well as incident response and forensic investigation.

The FortiResponder Services team is staffed with professionals who possess years of training and experience in malware hunting and analysis, reverse engineering, multiple scripting languages, forensics, incident response processes, and the tactics, techniques, and procedures of bad actors. FortiResponder is available as two separate services:

**FortiResponder Managed Detection and Response (MDR) Service**

The FortiResponder Managed Detection and Response (MDR) Service is designed for customers of the FortiEDR advanced endpoint security platform. FortiResponder MDR provides organizations with 24x7 continuous threat monitoring, alert triage, and incident handling by experienced analysts and the platform. FortiResponder MDR is designed to help organizations defeat even the most advanced attacks.

In order to do so, Fortinet focuses on monitoring the alerts produced by FortiEDR for customers. This team of threat experts reviews and analyzes every alert, proactively hunts threats, and takes actions on behalf of customers to ensure they are protected according to their risk profile. Additionally, the FortiResponder team provides guidance and next steps to incident responders and IT administrators.
Some of the key capabilities of FortiResponder MDR include:

- **24x7 monitoring and response.** This around-the-clock coverage helps customers’ security teams focus on more strategic tasks.
- **Alert triage with guided response.** The FortiResponder MDR team supplements a customer’s SOC team, acting as senior SOC analysts for customer SOC teams.
- **Guided remediation instructions** as well as remote remediation and rollback.

**FortiResponder Forensics and Incident Response Service**

While many incidents can be addressed by FortiEDR and the FortiResponder MDR Service, sometimes organizations will need more customized services, which are available through FortiResponder Forensics and Incident Response Service.

The FortiResponder Forensics and Incident Response Service assists customers with the analysis, response, containment, and remediation of security incidents to reduce the time to resolution, limiting the overall impact to an organization. In addition to serving FortiEDR customers (whether or not they have subscribed to the FortiResponder MDR Service), FortiResponder Forensics and Incident Response Service can also help organizations that have not deployed FortiEDR for specific incident or breach investigation.
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**Key Benefits of FortiResponder Services**

Organizations needing to accelerate their SOC maturity benefit from the combination of advanced endpoint security delivered through FortiEDR and FortiResponder Services; they get 24x7 coverage and the ability to scale existing SOC resources. In doing so, they can better respond to threats, operationalize incident response processes, and avoid alert fatigue without worrying about missed detection. These services lend bench strength to the SOC team, enabling junior SOC personnel to take on more sophisticated tasks so that organizations can do more with the talent they already have in place, addressing threats and bad actors. In addition, daily coverage from an external provider gives overextended security teams an essential backup, enabling them to scale while reducing mean time to detect and respond.